TITANIUM EVO, SERIES 221000 l
✛ C
 ommercially durable range suited to high usage environments
✛ S
 uitable for use in both commercial and domestic kitchens
✛ M
 ade from Titanium coated, high carbon, special alloyed,
surgical German stainless steel, containing carbon,
chromium, molybdenum and vanadium (x50 Cr Mo V15)
✛ B
 lade durability is increased due to Titanium coating
✛ Titanium is antibacterial, non-allergenic and will never rust

✛ R
 esistant to breaking, cracking or chipping under
impact/stress or high/low temperatures.
✛ S
 uperior cutting power and performance in comparison
to traditional knife blades
✛ Light weight, perfectly balanced, comfortable, ergonomic
handle made from antibacterial Polypropylene resin
✛ E
 asy to clean and dishwasher safe (do not use wire brush)

Paring knife with yellow handle
A small knife designed for small jobs that require a great deal of detail,
used for cutting, peeling, carving and paring.

Item ID 27085

L 200 BL 90 W 26 SM 6 CQ 120

Serrated utility knife with red handle
A small knife with a serrated blade. Ideal for cutting through the tough
skin and soft flesh of tomatoes and other vegetables with a similar texture.

Item ID 27087

L 220 BL 115 W 28 SM 6 CQ 120

Vegetable knife with green handle
A sharp knife used for preparing hard vegetables
and intricate vegetable garnishes.

Item ID 27088

L 220 BL 115 W 38 SM 6 CQ 120

Chefs knife with aqua handle
An all purpose kitchen knife with a thinner sharper blade
used for preparing raw and cooked meat and vegetables.

Item ID 27089

L 280 BL 125 W 80 SM 6 CQ 120

Chefs knife with black handle
An all purpose kitchen knife with a thinner sharper blade
used for preparing raw and cooked meat and vegetables.

Item ID 27095

L 310 BL 180 W 86 SM 6 CQ 120

Santoku 'multipurpose' knife with pink handle
A wider blade, multipurpose kitchen knife used for slicing,
dicing and mincing meat, fish and vegetables.

Item ID 27097

L 310 BL 180 W 104 SM 6 CQ 120

Serrated bread knife with orange handle
A slicer with a serrated blade able
to cut soft bread without crushing it.

Item ID 27098
Contact Tomkin

L 310 BL 205 W 76 SM 6 CQ 120
New South Wales 02 8665 4688

Queensland 0418 403 686 or 07 3252 1277

Victoria, Tasmania 03 9388 9999

South Australia, Northern Territory 08 8297 1122

Western Australia 08 9259 1516

sales@tomkin.com.au www.tomkin.com.au
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